catalyst gave the low Tg value and it indicates the flexibility properties. The modified epoxy resin exhibited
rubbery behaviour due to the flexibility of fatty acid chain of EPO thus, improved the toughness of synthetic
epoxy resin properties. Furthermore, the composition of cured modified epoxy resin was analysed using FTIR
to identify the functional groups that produced after crosslinking reaction between EPO, epoxy and amine
curing agent. According to the FTIR spectrum of the hybrid polymer resin indicates that the intensity of epoxide
band decreased with the increment of the hydroxyl group intensity. It was proven that the curing reaction
occurs with the opening of functional group of epoxide ring. Laminated glass fiber epoxy composite was
fabricated by hand lay-up technique and it consists of one to four layers of glass fiber. Whereas for the hybrid
polymer resin composite, it was fabricated using hand lay-up and dipping techniques. The mechanical and
physical properties of the laminated glass fiber epoxy composites were analysed and compared with the
properties of hybrid polymer resin composites. The tensile results of hybrid polymer resin composites showed
the decrement on the tensile properties but for the impact result, it shows the increment of impact strength
due to toughening properties of hybrid polymer resin about 210.6 kJ/m2. For the water absorption results, it
shows that hybrid polymer resin composite absorbs more water compared to laminate glass fiber composite.
It would be happen due to the effect of crosslinking density. Meanwhile, the diffusion coefficient value of
laminated glass fiber composite is high due to the polarity effect.
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Sensors are tiny devices, which consume low
power and are inexpensive; they are used in many
applications, such as, military surveillance, target
tracking, forest-fire alarm. Many applications
require k-coverage network to ensure the quality
of the monitored area, where every single point
is assured to be concurrently covered by a
minimum of k sensors. Meanwhile, the network
that provides more than the required k-coverage
degree does not enhance the performance,
but just increases the number of working sensors,
and shortens the network lifetime. Preserving the
requested k-coverage for Wireless Sensor Networks,
while prolonging the network lifetime with a small
computation cost, is a major challenge. This
research demonstrates distributed and energyefficient k-coverage scheduling algorithms that
preserve the required k-coverage and prolong the
network lifetime. An efficient k-coverage algorithm
for sensors with fixed sensing range (Maximum
Layers Scheduling algorithm - MLS) is demonstrated.
MLS efficiently builds maximum number of layers,
where, each layer consists of a disjoint set of
working sensor nodes that conserve 1-coverage
for the whole monitored area, and 1-connection
that guarantees each layer is connected, and can
individually deliver the data reporting to the base
station. Moreover, MLS competently schedules the
layers to conserve the required k-coverage degree,
distribute the power consumption among sensors,
and prolong the system lifetime. Experimental
results show that, the MLS algorithm minimizes the

average number of active sensors and the average
coverage degree, and prolongs the network
lifetime, compared to two popular k-coverage
algorithms. Furthermore, MLS efficiently reduces
the computation complexity and distributes the
energy expenditure among sensors in the network.
The second algorithm demonstrated in this study is
Dynamic k-Coverage Scheduling Algorithm (DkCS),
to prolong the network lifetime and preserve the
required k-coverage in WSNs. The DkCS provides
two types of k-coverage, static and dynamic. The
static k-coverage provides k-coverage for all the
monitored area, whereas, the Dynamic k-coverage
provides k-coverage for intruder zone, while the rest
of the monitored area is 1-covered. The network
decides to run static or dynamic k-coverage
scheduling, based on the coverage status of the
layer, to ensure preserving the required k-coverage
degree. Experimental results show that, the
DkCS algorithm profoundly reduces the average
number of active sensors, power consumption,
and efficiently prolongs the network lifetime. The
third demonstrated algorithm is a power aware
k-coverage algorithm for WSNs with adjustable
sensing range. The power consumption of this kind
of sensor depends on the extent of the sensing
radius. For this type of sensor, setting the coverage
range to the minimum is necessary to decrease the
energy consumption. Each sensor uses the least
possible sensing range to provide coverage, without
affecting the network k-coverage; on the other
hand, the activated sensors are able to cover the
same area, if the operational sensors are activated
with their maximum sensing range. Experimental
results show that, the proposed algorithm minimizes
the sum of sensing energy cost of all sensors
without affecting the network coverage, and also
efficiently distribute the power among sensors in the
network and prolong the network lifetime. Finally,
a Dynamic k-Coverage Scheduling algorithm for
WSNs with Adjustable sensing range (DkCSA) is
demonstrated, where DkCS is implemented over
MLSA to provide a dynamic scheduling algorithm
for WSNs with adjustable sensing range capability.
Experimental results show that, the DkCSA saving
the network power, and prolonging the network
lifetime, compared to DkCS.
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